INTRODUCTION

Formative feedback is a critical aspect of project-based design courses because it helps students assess and improve their in-progress work [11]. Without it, students learn less effectively and the quality of their project solutions suffers [14, 35]. However, instructors struggle to deliver timely, personalized feedback due to increasing student demand for design courses coupled with significant long-term resource constraints faced by many public institutions [2].
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Researchers have explored two approaches for scaling feedback generation in project-based design courses. The first engages classroom peers in feedback exchange [19]. Peer feedback has learning benefits for the recipient and the provider [8, 28], and there is a shared context to ground the exchange [6]. However, peer feedback can be narrow since students are learning the same course material and typically share similar demographics [11]. Peer feedback can also be affected by friendship and competition between the students [36], and the increased workload it imposes on them [22]. These issues could affect the quality of the feedback and students’ willingness to act on it. Further, students depend on instructors to orchestrate the exchange.

The second approach engages online crowds external to the classroom. Students receive feedback from people in social networks, online communities, and task markets. External crowds may include more authentic, specialized audiences that would be hard to access in class. This might increase students’ perceived value of and willingness to act on the feedback. Students can also gather feedback from external crowds as often as their time and resources allow. Planning for feedback aids self-regulation skills, which is critical for career readiness [43]. However, feedback from such crowds can be noisy due to the lack of a shared context [5], among many factors, and requires social or financial capital [41].

Despite the availability of both approaches in project-based courses, there is little knowledge of how they compare. Do students perceive differences in quality between feedback received from classroom peers and external crowds? Do they act on the feedback differently? Do these sources yield different categories of feedback that would be more or less suitable at different design stages? Investigating these questions will provide deeper empirical understanding of the relation between the feedback source and output, and help instructors devise scalable feedback strategies to provide the most help at different stages of student projects.

We conducted a study in which students (n=127) completed user interface design projects of their choice over nine weeks. Early- and late-stage prototypes were created during the projects. Students received feedback at each stage from three to six classroom peers and three crowds: their own social networks, online communities, and a task market. Students—blind to the source—rated the perceived quality and selected the action taken on each feedback response. We measured the number of responses, length, and valence...
of the feedback, and categorized the content using a critique taxonomy [4]. We also surveyed and interviewed students to gauge their perceptions of the feedback sources.

Our study has three main findings. First, classroom peers produced feedback that was of higher perceived quality, was acted upon more, and was longer compared to the feedback from the external crowds. This is likely due to the multiple incentives peers have for giving feedback: course grades, social ties in the classroom, and interest in the topic since this was an elective course.

Second, results show that feedback from external crowds is a viable supplement to peer feedback. This is supported by the findings that students perceived the crowd feedback to be of comparable quality (μ=4.1 vs. μ=5.0 for peers; 7-pt scale), students did not report feeling uncomfortable sharing their work with online crowds, and they preferred external crowds for accessing specialized audiences. Instructors can thus have increased confidence when appropriating the use of external crowds for design feedback in the classroom.

Finally, most of the feedback produced across all sources focused on recommending improvements, assessing design quality, and sense-making, while missing other categories of critique discourse (e.g., brainstorming possibilities and offering comparisons to existing solutions). Instructors should be mindful of this gap, especially at the early design stage, when the content from these missing categories may be most beneficial. Instructors can fill this content gap by further scaffolding the feedback generation process.

Our work makes three contributions to the CHI community. First, we offer deeper empirical knowledge of the relation between the source of the feedback provider and the quality, quantity, and content of their feedback. Second, our results offer guidance as to how instructors can better orchestrate feedback from different sources to benefit learning and improve project quality (e.g., organize peer feedback at project milestones and leverage external crowds for feedback in-between the milestones or to access specialized user audiences). These results can also inform how professional HCI designers consider the tradeoffs in obtaining feedback from colleagues or external crowds. Third, our study provides implications for improving the effectiveness of crowd platforms for feedback exchange.

**RELATED WORK**

We discuss tradeoffs of receiving design feedback from instructors, end users, classroom peers, and external crowds in large project-based courses. We highlight how the use of external crowds and classroom peers can address issues of scale and offer learning benefits. We also situate our work in context of prior HCI-related studies of these approaches.

**Instructor and End User Feedback**

Historically, instructor feedback has been considered an integral component of design education [37]. Instructors question the intent and effectiveness of the students’ design work (sketches, renderings, 3D models); and students use the feedback to inform next steps [24]. Instructors can also draw from the literature to tailor the feedback to improve its learning benefit [31, 32]. However, it is difficult for instructors to provide personalized feedback to dozens of student projects in parallel given their many professional responsibilities (preparing course content, conducting research, academic service, etc.) [8]. This may be one reason students widely report dissatisfaction with the written feedback actually received from instructors [27].

To supplement their feedback, instructors teach students to seek feedback from potential end users who might use the design solution [12, 13]. For example, students might seek people with dietary restrictions to give feedback on the design of an app that filters restaurants based on the menu items. However, it can be difficult for students to quickly locate users who match the target audience, and who can commit the time needed to give feedback on the project [5].

**Classroom Peer Feedback**

Peer feedback asks people similar in ability to assess each other’s in-progress work [23]. Peer feedback is scalable and also offers learning benefits. For example, it supports skill assessment and learning through exposure to different solution strategies [14, 18, 28, 31] and can lead to improved solution quality [9, 29]. Given its benefits, educators have applied peer feedback in a variety of classroom settings, from small studio courses to large online courses [23]. Researchers continue to improve the quality of peer review by studying interface features of the review platforms [15], rubrics [23], and characteristics of the review content [31].

However, peer feedback may be influenced by friendship, competition [36], and course workload [22]. Feedback could also be narrow due to students’ exposure to the same learning material and their similar demographics [11, 17]. These limitations could affect the perceived quality of the feedback and students’ willingness to act on it. It is therefore unclear how students would perceive feedback generated by classroom peers relative to external audiences.

**External Crowd Feedback in the Classroom**

Another alternative for scaling feedback generation is to have students solicit feedback from external crowds, such as social media (e.g. Facebook), online communities (e.g. Reddit), and paid task markets (e.g. MTurk) [17]. External crowds can quickly provide personalized feedback on many projects in parallel [5, 17]. Students may perceive the feedback favorably due to its authenticity [33] and potential insights outside the course material [17]. Being responsible for knowing when and how to gather feedback can also help students learn to be more self-directed in their work [7].

Researchers have begun to assess feedback from external crowds in the classroom. Xu et al. showed that students can apply the feedback from a task market to make non-trivial revisions to their graphic designs [40]. Other work has shown that the feedback from a task market can be of high quality and is perceived to improve the design process [25].
provide different types of feedback, which instructors can use to understand how crowds driven by different incentives can contribute to their projects. Answers to these questions will also provide a deeper understanding of how crowds can be leveraged at different stages of the process. For example, external crowds may be more detail-oriented, whereas peer feedback may be more personalized. Our study compares external crowd feedback to that of classroom peers.

Our study extends this prior work in two ways. First, Yen et al. compared feedback between external crowds, whereas our study compares external crowd feedback to that of classroom peers. It is critical for instructors to know how the feedback differs between these sources so that they can choose the source best suited to their students’ projects. Second, our study generates the external feedback using the same platforms as in [41] but in the context of a course where students are learning about design and have little or no prior design experience. Our focus on students differs from the prior study which had more experienced designers.

Our study was designed to answer the following questions:

RQ1: How does the source (peers and external crowds) and stage of the design (early vs. late) affect students’ (a) perceived value of and (b) action taken on the feedback?

RQ2: How do the source of the feedback and stage of the design affect the content of the design feedback generated?

RQ3: What do students perceive as the benefits and limits of leveraging peers and external audiences for feedback?
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These questions were posed to help design educators understand how various sources of feedback could be effectively leveraged at different stages of the process. For example, external crowds may be more detail-oriented, which may be less helpful for early-stage prototypes. Answers to these questions will also provide a deeper understanding of how crowds driven by different incentives provide different types of feedback, which instructors can take advantage of when choosing which feedback.

METHOD

To answer these research questions, we conducted a study in a project-based user interface (UI) design course at the University of Illinois, a large public university in the U.S. Students may also be reluctant to share work online [16].

Design Course and Projects

The UI design course targeted upper-level undergraduate and beginning graduate students in computer science, but about 10% of the students came from engineering, psychology, and the arts. For most students, this was their first course on UI design. The instructor organized students into teams (4-6 students) to balance skill sets. There were 188 students (44 female) and 40 teams in the course. The lecture topics included user research, ideation, prototyping, and evaluation. The teams applied these topics to a UI design project of their choice. Example projects included a mobile route-finding app, a web app to render online news in the style of a print newspaper, and an app for managing vacation packing lists.

The projects were structured as a design process. Each stage corresponded to a project deliverable submitted for a grade. Two key deliverables were targeted in this study: early- and late-stage prototypes. An early-stage prototype consisted of drawn sketches representing the direction of the proposed project solution. A late-stage prototype was a programming implementation of a team’s revised early stage design.

These two design stages represented major milestones and would especially benefit from formative feedback. Early-stage prototypes may benefit from feedback about goals, scope and approach; late-stage prototypes may benefit from feedback about implementation choices and aesthetics; and both may benefit from perspectives beyond the course staff. At each stage, teams received feedback from classroom peers and the external crowds. The feedback was generated as part of a course assignment. All students were required to complete the assignment at each stage, since learning to gather feedback online and write constructive feedback are important learning goals [1, 10]. Other project deliverables such as the proposals and user research reports received feedback only from the course staff. We adapted an existing online review platform (described in [41]) to collect and present feedback from each source and design stage. Figure 1 shows an example of a project team’s early- and late-stage prototypes and some of the feedback they received.

Peer and External Crowd Feedback

Project teams received feedback from four sources:

Peers: Each student was randomly assigned a design from another project team for feedback. Each team therefore received feedback from three to six peers at each stage. The links to the feedback forms were sent by email from the course staff as part of an individual assignment. Students entered their feedback on our platform and submitted it for grading by the course staff on a two-point scale: specific and helpful (2), too generic or short (1), or none given (0). Students were aware of the rubric prior to giving feedback.

Online community: Each project team posted the feedback link for their design to an online community of their choice, with instructions to target a relevant audience. This was performed as a group task to reduce a wave of requests to
Early-stage Prototype

Late-stage Prototype

Peers: “It looks really convenient! I like the idea of having the flexibility to add courses and check if they fulfill requirements. I also like the color coding feature. One thing that is not clear in the image is whether there will be a percentage indicator on the progress bar to get an accurate idea of the progress. Also, in my opinion, the buttons Expand All and Collapse All should be on the right side ‘+’ button is located on the right side too. The Print and Help button can be on the left side. You could also add the option to save the report as a PDF.”

Online Communities: “I like the idea you guys have implemented. A more UI friendly way of viewing your academic progress would definitely be a welcome development for us students. One thing I do want to say is that with your idea, obtaining information is going to be very tedious. I am sure you don’t currently have a way to access each student’s academic record. As a result, I assume, you would request all of this information from the user themselves…”

Task Market: “I think you have a great concept going. When you do finally add colors, I would add bright colors to make the page really pop.”

Social Media: “Great work! Looks clean and interface looks user-friendly.”

Peers: “Should the required courses be divided by year? I don’t imagine courses need to be taken at particular times. Also I’m seeing the Required, Miscellaneous and Summary sections but where are the Technical and Humanities requirements? Is there a general overview of the courses taken already? Seems like only a portion of the completed classes are displayed in the summary area. I do appreciate the clarity of the design, though it seems to be missing some information I think would really add to it.”

Online Communities: “You might want to signify the number of hours a certain class fills and/or completed during each semester. Also keep in mind that some people complete classes over winter or summer semesters.”

Task Market: “Overall, it’s pretty clear. I would like to see all the boxes the same size. Maybe use different colors to differentiate courses too.”

Social Media: “Your navbar is pushed in compared to your divs. This kinda looks asymmetrical / pyramid-like. I’d rather it be square.”

Figure 1: An example of a project team’s early- and late-stage prototypes for an online course planning interface and the anonymous feedback received from the four sources studied. Some of the feedback was omitted for brevity.

any one community. As a default, the course staff suggested the Reddit forum /r/design_critiques, a popular resource for online design critique. The team submitted a screenshot of the post and rationale for the community selected.

Social network: Each project team member posted the feedback link for their design to an online social network (Facebook or Twitter) using their own account. This was an individual task to smooth differences in each team’s total network size [16]. Students submitted a screenshot as proof of their post. Students were not required to perform this task if they did not have a social media account or were uncomfortable using it for this purpose.

Paid task market: The research team posted the link to each team’s design to Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) for feedback. Five pieces of feedback were solicited for each design to be consistent with the volume of peer responses. The feedback tasks paid $0.40, which, based on pilot data, equated to a wage at or above U.S. minimum wage. The task prompt stated: “We are collecting feedback on a [design stage] design for a user interface. The user interface design project is part of a course project at a university.” The research team posted all feedback tasks for the teams to eliminate the need for students to create accounts on MTurk and to have consistency in the configuration of the MTurk tasks across each project team.

All feedback was left anonymously, though the platform logged the source. We chose these sources because they are readily available and because they differ in terms of the incentives for giving feedback – course credit (peers), topical interest (online communities), social relations (social media), and financial gain (paid task market).

Procedure

The procedure consisted of two phases summarized in Figure 2. The first phase began two weeks before the due date for the early-stage prototypes, at the midpoint of the course. The corresponding homework assignment generated feedback from all four sources for early-stage prototypes.
they design, teams selected the action taken on each piece of feedback: implemented fully, implemented partially, thought about it, or ignored it. All feedback was presented blind to condition to control for biases toward the feedback sources. These measures allowed us to gauge not only perceptions of the feedback, but also how it was applied.

The valence of feedback indicates its affective tone [34]. Given the size of the data set, we recruited two judges to rate the valence of each response on a 5-point Likert scale (1=Very Negative, 3=Neutral, 5=Very Positive). Judges were recruited from MTurk and were paid $0.12 per task. For a majority (56%) of the responses, judges agreed on the rating, which became the rating assigned. Of the disagreements, 82% of the responses differed by only one Likert scale point. In this and the remaining cases, a member of the research team cast the deciding vote.

To categorize content, the responses were partitioned into idea units, and the units were categorized using an (e.g. judgement, brainstorming, and process) [4]. Details of the categorization are in Results. The word count of each response was also measured.

At the end of each design stage, teams completed a feedback reflection form. Teams rated the overall quality of the feedback received on a 7-point scale (1=Low, 7=High) and their comfort level sharing their design with each of the three external crowds (1=Very Uncomfortable, 7=Very Comfortable). The form also asked teams to select which source they expected to provide the highest quality feedback (or indicate that they expected the same quality from all sources) and to write a free response characterizing the strengths and weaknesses of the feedback.

**Student Interviews**

At the completion of the course, we conducted 45-minute semi-structured interviews with 10 students. Participants were recruited through a message distributed to the course roster. Each participant got $10 as remuneration. Interviews were audio recorded and then transcribed for analysis.

Interview questions focused on perceptions of soliciting the feedback from external crowds (“What do you think is the largest benefit [and weakness] of getting feedback from external crowds?”) and which method they would prefer in a future course (“Which approach [peers or external crowds] would you prefer to leverage in similar engineering design courses?”). We used a bottom-up analysis to code emergent themes in the interview data [3]

**RESULTS**

Our study examined how the source (peers and external crowds) and design stage (early vs. late) affect students’ perceived value of and action taken on the feedback received (RQ1); how the source and design stage affects the content of the feedback (RQ2); and student perceptions of receiving feedback from peers and external crowds (RQ3).

---

**Measures**

We measured the perceived quality, action taken, valence, content category, and length of each feedback response. We also collected demographics from the providers: gender, age, design expertise, and their reason for leaving feedback.

Teams collectively rated perceived quality of each feedback response on a 7-point scale (7=ighest). After iterating on
Quantity of Feedback
We collected 1159 feedback responses across all sources and design stages. In total, 127 out of 188 peers in the course consented to participate in the study, a 68% response rate. We removed ten of the feedback responses due to inappropriate content. The remaining responses were filtered for double submissions (50) and omissions (32), leaving 1077 responses for analysis. The distribution of responses between source and design stage is summarized in Table 1. This pattern was consistent across both design stages. In total, 127 out of 188 peers in the early stage (34) than in the late stage (39)out of 188 peers in the early stage (280) than in the late stage (127) stages. However, the number of social media responses was lower. The distribution of responses was greater in the early stage (280) than in the late stage (127)(χ²=113.5, p<0.001). This may reflect the social cost of requesting feedback from one’s online social network [30].

Peer Feedback Has Higher Perceived Quality (RQ1a)
Figure 3 summarizes students’ perceived quality ratings. We performed an ANCOVA with Source (peers vs. external crowds) and Stage (early vs. late) as factors. The provider’s self-reported gender, age category, and design expertise (1-5, 5=expert) were added as co-variates. The ANCOVA showed that feedback from peers (μ=5.03) was rated higher than from the external crowds (μ=4.10; F(1,1065)=38.1; p<0.001). As shown in Figure 3, peer feedback was rated about 20% higher than that of external crowds. One explanation is that peers were more likely to identify issues relevant to the learning goals of the course. For instance, during an interview, one student stated, “the peer source [addressed] issues we learned about in class”.

Stage did not have a main effect, there were no interactions, and no effects of interest were found for the covariates.

Pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s method showed that feedback from peers (μ=5.03) was rated higher than from online communities (μ=3.6, p<0.001), social media (μ=4.08, p<0.001), and the task market (μ=4.20, p<0.001). Feedback from online communities was perceived to be the lowest quality, which may be due to the cursory nature of the feedback typically received from this source [38, 39]. No other differences were detected for perceived quality.

Peer Feedback is Implemented More (RQ1b)
We compared the counts of the project teams’ selected actions on the feedback using Source and Stage as factors. Feedback responses without a selected action (n=19) were removed from the analysis. Peer feedback was implemented more (23% implement partially), thought about more (34% think about it) and ignored less (14% ignore) relative to the feedback from external crowds (16% implement partially, χ²=5.2, p=0.022; 22% think about it, χ²=12.0, p<0.001; and 35% ignore, χ²=28.8, p<0.001). There were no other differences detected, and no differences between stages.

Peers Write Longer Feedback
We analyzed the length of the feedback using the same model as for perceived quality, except with length as the dependent measure. The ANCOVA showed an interaction effect (F(1,1065)=19.04, p<0.001): feedback from peers and online communities was longer for early-stage designs (μ=108 and 74 words, respectively) than for late-stage designs (μ=70 and 46, respectively; p<0.001 in both cases). Feedback from social media and the task market was similar in length between stages. Social media feedback had a mean length of 40 words at the early stage and 45 words at the late stage, while task market feedback had a mean of 43 words for the early stage and 47 words for the late stage. The ANCOVA also showed that peers wrote more content (μ=89 words) than providers in online communities (μ=59), the task market (μ=45), and social media (μ=43) (p<0.001 in all cases). No other covariates of interest were significant. A regression analysis showed a small correlation between length and perceived quality (R²=0.14, p<0.001), corroborating that students value longer feedback [42].

Valence is More Negative for Late-Stage Prototypes
The valence of the feedback was analyzed using the same model as for perceived quality, with valence as the dependent measure. The ANCOVA showed a main effect of Stage (F(1,1065)=4.34, p=0.037): feedback at the late stage (μ=2.92) exhibited more negative valence than at the early stage (μ=3.04, p=0.036). This may be because late-stage prototypes have specific graphic design elements that elicit specific critiques [37]. Source did not have a main effect, and none of the covariates had a significant effect.

Content Focuses on Assessment and Analysis (RQ2)
To categorize the content, we first partitioned the feedback in our dataset into idea units. An idea unit represents a coherent unit of thought and may be comprised of a phrase,
sentence, or group of sentences. The partitioning yielded a total of 3116 idea units; 282 from online communities, 1046 from MTurk, 1022 from social media, and 766 from peers.

Given the size of our dataset and the unequal distribution of the responses, we sampled the idea units to ensure that each source was equally represented. Online communities gave the fewest responses, with 282 idea units. Therefore, we randomly sampled 282 idea units from each of the other sources, giving a total of 1128 (282 x 4) units for analysis.

Idea units were categorized using a taxonomy of critique discourse in design [4]. The taxonomy has nine categories: judgement, process-oriented, brainstorming, interpretation, direct recommendation, investigation, free association, comparison, and identity-invoking. After reviewing the data set, we added a category for support (the idea unit offered praise or encouragement). Definitions and examples of each category are shown in Table 2.

We trained two independent labelers outside our research team on 10% of the dataset (n=106 idea units). After several iterations, Krippendorff’s α, a measure of inter-rater reliability [21], did not exceed 0.6. Thus, both labelers categorized all idea units independently. We aggregated the resulting category assignments, and the labelers worked together to resolve disagreement. If agreement was not reached, a member of our research team cast the final vote.

The distribution of categories across the sources and stages is summarized in Table 3. The most noticeable pattern was that the vast majority (90%) of idea units fell into four categories: direct recommendation (40%), judgement (31%), interpretation (12%), and investigation (7%). This was consistent across sources and design stages. These four categories are most useful for the late stage, when there is more emphasis on the design representation and its quality.

However, these categories may be less suitable for the early stage. At this stage, students may benefit most from reflecting on how they approached the design, how the design compares to other solutions, and how it fits in a broader social and cultural context [37]. Feedback in the categories brainstorming (3%), comparison (3%), process-oriented (2%), free association (2%), and identity-invoking (<1%) would best speak to those issues, but these categories were rarely addressed by any of the four sources.

**Student Perceptions (RQ3)**

In this section, we report results from the project team surveys collected at the early stage (n=40) and late stage (n=40) and the individual interviews (n=10). Quotations are reported with a T for team survey responses and an S for individual student interview responses.

**Peers Expected to Be Highest Quality Source**

Teams selected which source they expected to provide the highest quality feedback. Expectations for the highest quality source differed at both the early stage ($\chi^2=16.0, p=0.0031$) and late stage ($\chi^2=29.7, p<0.001$). Overall, 45% of teams expected peer feedback to be of highest quality and 40% expected external crowds to be of highest quality. The remaining 15% expected them to be the same quality.

At the late stage, more teams expected peer feedback to be of highest quality (50%) than online communities (18%, $p=0.0460$), the task market (8%, $p=0.005$), and social media (15%, $p=0.019$). At the early stage, teams’ preferences were not as strong, with the only difference being between peer feedback (40%) and the task market (5%, $p=0.005$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example Idea Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judgement</td>
<td>Critic reacts to what they see and renders some assessment of its quality.</td>
<td>“I like the color scheme.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process-Oriented</td>
<td>Critic makes statements or asks questions about the process that students might have used or could use to create the design.</td>
<td>“Use animations for more polished prototypes.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorming</td>
<td>Critic asks questions or makes rhetorical statements about future imagined possibilities for the design.</td>
<td>“Also, this would be great for use within Airports for travelers.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation</td>
<td>Critic reacts to what they see and tries to make sense of the concept or product.</td>
<td>“I have no idea what is going on with this page, it doesn’t make any sense.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Recommendation</td>
<td>Critic gives specific advice about a particular aspect of design. Feedback is focused, purposeful, and specific.</td>
<td>“The picture could use annotations on the controls for screen cropping.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation</td>
<td>Critic requests information (typically by questioning) about the design or the design process.</td>
<td>“What other information will you include to help students take their desired courses?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Association</td>
<td>Critic makes reactive, associative statements about the design.</td>
<td>“It doesn’t seem that different than similar products right now.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Critic contrasts the design or design process with something else in a focused, intentional way.</td>
<td>“Though I can see this is a preliminary design, it is very similar to DropBox -- how do you plan on differentiating it?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity-Invoking</td>
<td>Critic makes statements or asks questions to suggest that students consider the larger picture of themselves as designers in a future professional community.</td>
<td>“seems you have learned little or nothing from [the design course].”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Generic praise and support of the designer, not the design.</td>
<td>“keep up the great work guys!!!.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Categories used for feedback content analysis, adapted from [4].
Students Somewhat Comfortable Sharing Designs Online

Project teams rated their comfort level sharing their designs with each external crowd (1=Very Uncomfortable, 7=Very Comfortable). Students reported being neutral to somewhat comfortable sharing their designs online. The distributions were $\mu=5.0, \sigma=1.90$ for online communities; $\mu=4.2, \sigma=1.99$ for social media; and $\mu=4.0, \sigma=1.60$ for the task market.

A repeated measures ANOVA with Source and Stage as factors and level of comfort rating as the measure showed that Source had a main effect ($F(2,197)=7.55, p=0.0007$). Post-hoc tests revealed that teams were less comfortable with having their designs shared on the task market ($\mu=4.0$) than with online communities ($\mu=5.0, p=0.0047$). This difference may be due to students being less familiar with the task market, since the researchers posted the designs on their behalf. There was no difference detected in comfort level between the early- and late-stage prototypes.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Feedback

Project teams were asked to characterize the strengths and weaknesses of the feedback they received at both stages. Since students were blind to condition, they reported on the feedback holistically. We discuss the responses in aggregate since they were similar between the two stages. We use $n$ to indicate the number of responses citing a given theme.

The most commonly cited strengths of the feedback were that it brought new issues to the team’s attention through specific, useful suggestions ($n=28$), it was more honest and unfiltered due to anonymity ($n=6$), and it produced diverse perspectives by including access to broader audiences ($n=5$). A team building a web-based weather application described the usefulness of specific suggestions:

“Having people outside our groups reviewing our design, we are able to receive some insights into things we previously overlooked. For example, we originally did not think that precipitation was important, but now we know that most people look at precipitation when they want to find out the weather.” (T21)

Students valued not only specific feedback, but also feedback based on diverse perspectives. A team working on a mobile route finding app explained:

“The strength is that we learned a lot from people with different background and opinions from different perspectives. A lot of them are quite useful.” (T11)

Students also valued the honesty of the feedback. A team working on a multi-thread messaging platform noted:

“Since the feedback is anonymous, people can very easily troll you. ...However, the same anonymity allows people to provide honest feedback, which is totally worth the tradeoff.” (T2)

While students appreciated many aspects of the feedback, they struggled with vague or irrelevant content ($n=28$). For instance, teams building a mobile restaurant finding app and a course management system for university students said, respectively:

Very vague feedback. Some of it was not even feedback.” (T6)

“A lot of feedback was just ‘good job’ with no actual suggestions for improving the platform.” (T15)

This also manifested for some teams as a low signal to noise ratio. One team working on a mobile home meal sharing app explained:

“While it was good to hear the compliments about the app, it was also a lot to filter through to find the main design points that were important to change.” (T19)

Teams also reported frustration when the providers appeared to misunderstand the context of the design...
Students See Tradeoffs for Different Feedback Sources

Interviewees (9 of 10) believed the choice between all of the sources of design feedback depended on the source’s knowledge of the topic and design domain, and how well the source represented the target user audience. Interviewees perceived the non-expert nature of external crowds as both a strength and a weakness. When non-expertise was viewed as a strength, interviewees pointed to situations where external crowds could provide fresh insights. For example, one interviewee remarked that having external crowds critique his team’s re-design of an online course management tool was useful due to their novel perspective:

“Since we had a student focused design, to have people that are possibly not students, like from Reddit, was one of the greatest strengths of it...because they point out a lot of things that we didn’t notice, because with a student, they know how Compass runs, so they’re looking for the same functions in our design. But someone who hasn’t used it, it’s completely new to them.” (S2)

Another interviewee shared a similar view:

“Sometimes [external crowds] will provide some more feedback...from a non-designer’s perspective, from practical use.” (S5)

In other situations, non-expertise was seen as a weakness. One interviewee said,

“The purpose of the design is to make a design that’s going to function the best. I want someone who could help me with functionality as opposed to just looks.” (S2)

In these cases, peers or online communities were seen as the most expert source. Another interviewee explained why:

“For the peers, they will give more technical advice...The people who are on Reddit, they might be more expert, and they focus more on the details than our peers-our friends, for example. So, they might give more advanced ideas or constructive ideas.” (S6)

Finally, interviewees felt it would be most helpful to get feedback from the source most representative of their target audience. For instance, one interviewee’s group was designing an interface for chemistry lab equipment and felt they needed feedback from this specialized user audience:

“It depends on what the functionality of the project is and the target users. For myself, I have a project where we’re designing a switch...for a chemistry lab...the users are mostly scientists, [so] the crowd user may not be really helpful.” (S1)

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

A goal of our study was to compare the feedback from classroom peers and external crowds at different design stages for student projects. Our results showed that peers produced feedback that was of higher perceived quality, was acted on more, and was longer than the feedback from the external crowds. Students also expected the feedback from peers to be of higher quality than from any of the external crowds. One reason for this pattern was that even though peers were anonymous to each other, they were accountable to the course staff for completing the feedback assignments. Though the feedback assignments were only part of the coursework, our experience as instructors is that receiving a grade is a strong incentive for students to perform the work. Students also had incentives that overlapped with the external crowds: classroom peers typically have some social ties with each other, and given that this was an elective course, many students registered due to an interest in the topic.

Our results showed that crowd feedback is still a viable option for student projects since the feedback was perceived to be of comparable quality (μ=4.1 vs. μ=5.0 for peers). External crowd feedback could therefore supplement peer feedback received at key project milestones or replace it when tight schedules or an already high student workload make peer feedback less desirable. Instructors could also use external crowds to help students learn to become more self-directed in planning for and acquiring feedback [7], as this is an essential skill for innovation careers [11]. Finally, external crowds can be helpful for accessing specialized user audiences, as mentioned by student interviewees.

All sources produced feedback that primarily spanned four of the nine categories of the critique taxonomy: suggestions for improvement (direct recommendation), assessments of quality (judgement), and sense-making statements (investigation and interpretation). These categories are especially beneficial for designs at the late stage [37]. The other categories (e.g., brainstorm, process, and comparison) may be more suitable for early-stage designs because the content would likely address how teams approached the design problem, how the solution path compares to alternatives, and how it fits in a larger context. To fill these categories, instructors may need to scaffold the feedback generation process with appropriate prompts (e.g. as in [26]) or provide this type of feedback themselves.

The design stage had minimal effects in our study. With Stage as a factor, our analysis did not detect differences in perceived quality of the feedback, actions taken, content categories, or comfort sharing, and showed only minimal effects for expectation of quality. Instructors may therefore weigh the stage of the design less than other factors when considering which sources to use for feedback.

Students reported feeling comfortable sharing their designs (all means > 4 on a 7-point scale) with all three external crowds. This may be due the anonymous feedback context.
our experimental design created. Due to an omission in our survey, we did not collect comfortableness ratings for sharing designs with classroom peers.

In our study, students benefited from the work performed by feedback providers recruited from online communities and social media, but did not reciprocate that effort. In the future, if an instructor wishes to leverage these platforms, s/he should consider requiring students to pay forward that effort. This may also help students understand how to approach these platforms when later requesting feedback.

Our results for external crowds can be compared to a study by Yen et al that used similar platforms to generate feedback for design projects outside of a classroom context [41]. Both studies found that average perceived quality for all crowds was just above 4 on a 7-point scale with minimal or no differences between crowds. For the crowds where the number of responses were not controllable, Yen et al observed that online communities produced more responses than social networks, whereas our results showed the opposite pattern. In our study, student teams utilized their collective social networks, as in Hui et al. [16], which may have increased responses due to a larger network size. Also, all the feedback requests were posted to online communities in parallel, which may have caused feedback providers to give less attention to each posted design. Using the same taxonomy, both studies found that judgements and direct recommendations were most common in the feedback.

Our results also produced two main design implications for improving the effectiveness of crowd-based platforms for feedback exchange. First, the prototypes in our study were represented on our platform as a single image. This approach supports any implementation (e.g., mobile, desktop, and Web), and mimics existing feedback platforms (e.g., Reddit). However, students reported that this constraint caused the feedback to focus more on aesthetics rather than usability at the late stage. Enabling richer design representations, such as design images organized into tasks or videos of prototype use, could help focus feedback on other important aspects of the late stage design. Second, students mentioned the desire to have a dialogue with their feedback providers. Enabling this dialogue during feedback generation could help clarify the issues raised, answer questions, and promote a longer-term relationship between the providers and designers throughout the project.

In addition to the issues already discussed, we see several opportunities for future work. First, this paper viewed external crowds and peers as separate sources. Future work could examine how external crowds and peers could work together to produce feedback that is of higher quality than either could produce alone. Second, the external crowds in our study provided a large, broad audience from which to generate feedback. Future work could explore how online technologies might connect students with a smaller group of target users from external audiences for the duration of their design projects. Finally, as prior work has shown that feedback helps students learn [23], a future study should investigate how the feedback received from peers and external crowds affects learning and project outcomes.

LIMITATIONS

One limitation of our study is that we conducted it in a single university course. Future work is needed to test the generalizability of our findings in additional course settings. Second, we did not scaffold feedback generation, instead using a similar open-ended prompt for each source to be consistent across conditions. However, previous work has shown that scaffolding using rubrics [43], pre-authored statements [24], task decomposition [40], and framing features of the review platform [14] can improve feedback from non-experts. Future work should test how different scaffolding and framing techniques affect the pattern of results reported in this paper. Third, while limiting the use of peer feedback reduces student workload, we did not measure the additional student effort required to gather external crowd feedback. Future work comparing the relative effort required for each activity is needed to understand the extent to which crowd feedback reduces student workload. Finally, we measured feedback quality based on student perceptions. Future work should include additional measures such as expert evaluation to create a more complete profile of feedback quality.

CONCLUSION

This paper compares the feedback generated by classroom peers and three external crowds at different stages of the design process in a project-based design course. Our results show that while peers outperformed the external crowds on certain measures, such as perceived quality of the feedback and actions taken on it, getting feedback from external crowds is still a viable option when peer feedback is not desirable, and may be preferred for projects that target specialized audiences. Our analysis also points to the need to broaden the scope of the feedback (e.g. to include more process-oriented and conceptual feedback, and comparisons to existing design solutions) offered by all four sources. Our results will help instructors know how to better coordinate the use of classroom peers and external crowds in a way that is most beneficial to learning and student projects at different stages of the design process.
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